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Abstract

The ability to predict the durability of materials in the low Earth orbit (LEO) environment by exposing them in ground-based facilities is important because one can achieve test results sooner, expose more types of materials, and do it much more cost effectively than to test them in flight. However, flight experiments to determine the durability of groups or classes of materials that behave similarly are needed in order to provide correlations of how much time in ground-based facilities represents certain durations in LEO for the material type of interest. An experiment was designed and flown on the Materials International Space Station Experiment (MISSE) 2 (3.95 yr in LEO) and MISSE 4 (1.04 yr in LEO) in order to develop this type of correlation between ground-based RF plasma exposure and LEO exposure for coated Kapton. The experiment consisted of a sample of Kapton H (DuPont) polyimide coated with 1300 Å of silicon dioxide by Sheldahl, Inc. The samples were exposed to atomic oxygen in a radio frequency (RF) generated atomic oxygen plasma. Mass change was measured for the samples and then the same samples were exposed in flight on MISSE and the mass change was again recorded post-flight. After documentation, the samples were exposed again in the ground-based RF plasma in order to determine if the erosion would be the same as it had been in the same facility pre-flight which would indicate whether or not the sample had been damaged during flight and if the defects on the surface were those that were there pre-flight. The slopes of the mass change versus fluence plots were then used to develop a correlation factor that can be used to help predict the durability of coated Kapton in ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma systems. This paper describes the experiment and presents the correlation factor results.

Introduction

Atomic oxygen, which is the most predominant specie in low Earth orbit (LEO), is very chemically reactive and can react with polymers on spacecraft external surfaces to form gaseous reaction products. (Refs. 1 to 3). This reaction can result in loss of the polymer to the point where its structural integrity is compromised. To address this problem, protective coatings were developed to prevent structural failure such as in the case of the International Space Station (ISS) solar array blanket (Refs. 4 and 5). Mission success can depend on how well the coating protects the polymer from attack by atomic oxygen. Thin film protective coatings applied by physical vapor deposition such as those used to protect the ISS array blanket, offer substantial protection against atomic oxygen by acting as an inert barrier between the environment and the polymer. These coatings, however, have small pinhole defects in them that occur naturally in the coating process due to particles on the surface or due to polymer defects that prevent the
deposition of a totally conformal coating (Ref. 6). These pinhole defects allow atomic oxygen to attack the polymer at the defect site and cause undercutting in the polymer (Ref. 6). Fortunately for the ISS array blanket, the defects in the coating were small enough in size and low enough in number to still allow the coating to function well as a barrier to the environment to allow it to remain durable for its 15 yr estimated mission life (Ref. 7). Coated polymers for use in LEO, however, do need to be tested before use as each coating process and method can result in different types and number of coating defects. The most accurate testing of coating performance is by exposure to the LEO environment in a flight experiment. However, this is not practical for coating development due to the length of time to prepare, fly, and analyze the experiment and the expense of experiment flight. Ground-based exposure facilities are typically used to provide an alternative method of exposing the candidate coating to atomic oxygen with more rapid turnaround and less cost. Many small and large scale systems use isotropic atomic oxygen plasmas for exposure because they can be constructed on almost any scale at reasonably low cost. The problem with using these facilities to determine the durability of a coated polymer, however, is that there is an energy difference between atomic oxygen in the ground-based plasma (<0.1 eV) compared to atomic oxygen in LEO (~4.5 eV). Ground-based facilities are typically calibrated by exposing a pristine sample of a material such as polyimide Kapton H (DuPont), that has a known erosion yield in space, and using both the ground and flight data to determine the effective fluence or dose of atomic oxygen that the samples are receiving (Ref. 8). This works well for an unprotected material, but using unprotected Kapton H to estimate the exposure dose for a protected Kapton H sample can lead to unrealistic overexposure of the protected Kapton H. Figure 1 illustrates the erosion of a typical unprotected and protected polymer exposed in the isotropic ground-based plasma compared to that in LEO.

To produce the same amount of erosion on both unprotected samples, it takes a greater number of lower energy atoms in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma to react with the surface than for the higher energy atoms in LEO. If this arrival is used as the calibration to determine the exposure for a protected polymer of the same type then more atoms will be arriving at the surface of the protected
polymer in the isotropic plasma than in the LEO case. This poses two problems for realistically estimating erosion of a protected polymer. The first is that due to their greater number, it is more likely that the atomic oxygen atoms in the isotropic plasma will enter defect sites in the coating compared to the situation in LEO where there is a lower atomic oxygen density. The second is that atoms in the isotropic plasma are thermalized already and can bounce around inside the defect and react similarly to what they would at the surface, but for the LEO case, the atom entering the defect will significantly thermalize upon impact and have a lower probability of reaction than at the surface. Therefore, if the number of atoms in the isotropic plasma that represent a particular duration in space is based on that for an unprotected polymer, then there will be more erosion at defect sites than would be actually seen in LEO. The flight experiment developed for and exposed on the Materials International Space Station Experiments 2 and 4 (MISSE 2 and MISSE 4) was designed to determine a correlation factor between exposure in a ground-based facility and LEO for coated Kapton so that a more realistic estimate of life in LEO, based on ground-based exposure, could be made. This paper discusses the experiment and the results.

**Experiment and Apparatus**

**Flight Experiment Description and Set-Up**

The concept behind the experiment design was to expose protected and unprotected polymer samples to atomic oxygen in both the ground-based isotropic plasma and in LEO in order to obtain a correlation factor for the effective dose a protected polymer in the ground-based isotropic plasma would need to be exposed to in order to represent a particular exposure duration in LEO. In order to eliminate differences due to defect size and number in a particular coating sample, one sample for each flight experiment was exposed in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma, flown in LEO, and then exposed again in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma. The second ground-based exposure after flight was to verify that there were no changes to the number and size of the coating defect sights during flight. This was accomplished by measuring the mass loss per area for the sample exposed in each successive environment. If the sample coating defects were unchanged then the rate of erosion in the ground-based facility after flight should be the same as it was pre-flight. The concept for the flight experiment is visually shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2.—Experiment concept showing sequential sample exposure to ground-based atomic oxygen and LEO exposure on a retrievable flight experiment.](image-url)
Flight and backup samples were prepared by punching 2.54 cm diameter disks from 0.00254 cm thick polyimide Kapton H that had been coated on both sides with approximately 1300 Å of physical vapor deposited SiOx by Sheldahl Inc. The flight exposed side of all of the samples was from the roll side (roughest side) of lot 701764 so that there would be a sufficient number of coating defects to allow a statistically significant change in mass to occur. Each sample was dehydrated in a vacuum desiccator kept at approximately 65 mTorr for at least 48 hr prior to weighing to improve the accuracy of the mass measurement by reducing error due to variations in room humidity and water absorption (Ref. 9). Samples were weighed using a Mettler M3 microbalance before and after each type of environmental exposure. The effective atomic oxygen fluence or arrival dose for each exposure was measured by determining the change in mass of an uncoated sample of polyimide Kapton H (0.0127 cm thick and 2.54 cm diameter) that was similarly prepared and dehydrated prior to weighing on the same balance. Witness coupons for the flight were composed of stacks of polyimide Kapton H to allow for the possibility of a longer duration exposure than was planned (Ref. 2). Fluence was calculated from the mass change in the Kapton H using the procedures and equations in ASTM Standard E 2089-00 (Ref. 8).

Atomic Oxygen Exposure

All of the ground-based atomic oxygen exposures were conducted in the same Structure Probe Inc. Plasma Prep II chamber. Air was used as the feed gas as the nitrogen in air does not appear to contribute to the reaction (Ref. 9). The air is broken down using an RF discharge (13.56 MHz) of about 100 W at 100 to 200 mTorr pressure as maintained by a rotary vane vacuum pump to form atomic oxygen and atomic nitrogen at their various energy and charge states as well as the molecular species of each. The samples and a polyimide Kapton H witness coupon as previously described were exposed in the ground-based atomic oxygen isotropic plasma chamber on metal mounting plates to prevent back exposure of the sample as shown in Figure 3. The sample holder used for the pre-flight ground isotropic plasma exposures for MISSE 2 and 4 as well as the post-flight ground isotropic plasma exposure for MISSE 2 allowed complete exposure of the top surface of the sample while that used for MISSE 4 post-flight isotropic plasma exposure allowed the sample to be held down by a top plate with an approximately 2.078 cm diameter opening for better shielding of the sample from edge erosion. Exposure fluence ranged from 0.6 to 1.8×10²¹ atoms/cm² for all of the ground-based exposure tests.

Figure 3.—Sample holder configuration used for ground-based atomic oxygen exposure in the isotropic plasma for each exposure test performed.
For the flight portion of the exposure in LEO, the samples and Kapton H witnesses were mounted in sample trays as shown in Figure 4 in recessed areas in the top plate with a backing disk and wavy washer behind the sample (similar to the holder on the right in Figure 3) to maintain good contact with the top when the back plate was installed. The diameter of the opening for exposure was approximately 2.106 cm. The tray was installed in a Passive Experiment Carrier (PEC) which was then launched in the Space Shuttle and installed by astronauts on the outside of the International Space Station (ISS) during a spacewalk. The two samples that were flown were on MISSE PEC 2 Tray 6 and MISSE PEC 4 Tray 22. Tray 6 was on the ram facing side of MISSE 2 for 3.95 yr and received an effective dose of atomic oxygen as measured by nearby Kapton H witness coupons, of $9.1 \times 10^{21} \pm 0.3 \times 10^{21}$ atoms/cm². Tray 22 was on the ram facing side of MISSE 4 for 1.04 yr and received a measured effective atomic oxygen dose of $2.1 \times 10^{21} \pm 0.3 \times 10^{21}$ atoms/cm². Both PEC 2 and PEC 4 were installed on the same mounting point outside of the Quest Airlock on ISS with PEC 2 installed first and then PEC 4 installed after the retrieval of PEC 2.

Figure 4.—Photo of ISS showing Quest airlock and MISSE 2 PEC mounted on the airlock. Insert shows the sample trays on MISSE 2. MISSE 4 was mounted in the same location after MISSE 2 was retrieved. Sample trays for MISSE 4 were similar in appearance.
Results and Discussion

Both the MISSE 2 sample and the MISSE 4 sample lost mass at nearly the same rate during the pre-flight ground based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma exposure. This is illustrated by the initial slope in the chart in Figure 5 and in the slope values recorded in Table I. The graph also shows that there is much less reaction of the Kapton H at defect sites in the coating in LEO than there is in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen exposure system, as was expected. In fact, the amount of mass that was lost in 1 yr was less than the error of the mass measurement for the MISSE 4 sample. The 3 yr flight data from MISSE 2, however, did produce a significant but small change in the mass of the flight sample. The MISSE 2 sample data in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma system before and after the flight are close to each other with only a slight increase indicating that there was very little tearing of the coating or addition of more defects in the coating. The MISSE 4 data, however, indicated a significant change in the reaction rate prior to and after flight. The sample experienced nearly a factor of three reduction in reaction rate.

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5.**—Mass loss per area in g/cm² as a function of atomic oxygen exposure dose for MISSE 2 and MISSE 4 samples exposed in ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen exposure system prior to and after flight. Central slope region represents the loss during LEO exposure.

**TABLE I.**—SLOPES OF GRAPH LINES IN FIGURE 5 AND SLOPES FOR BACKUP SAMPLES THAT WERE NOT FLOWN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MISSE 2 flight sample</th>
<th>MISSE 2 backup sample</th>
<th>MISSE 4 flight sample</th>
<th>MISSE 4 backup sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-flight isotropic plasma exposure</td>
<td>$7.12 \times 10^{-26} \pm 4.2 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
<td>$9.26 \times 10^{-26} \pm 6.37 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
<td>$8.86 \times 10^{-26} \pm 9.59 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
<td>$8.25 \times 10^{-26} \pm 1.54 \times 10^{-26}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight exposure</td>
<td>$1.67 \times 10^{-27} \pm 5.95 \times 10^{-29}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$-1.18 \times 10^{-27} \pm 1.25 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-flight isotropic plasma exposure</td>
<td>$1.11 \times 10^{-25} \pm 6.28 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
<td>$9.58 \times 10^{-26} \pm 5.42 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
<td>$2.99 \times 10^{-26} \pm 2.61 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
<td>$2.20 \times 10^{-26} \pm 2.13 \times 10^{-27}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is interesting to consider why there is such a difference in mass-loss-per-area-per-fluence between the pre- and post-flight MISSE 4 exposures in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma system. Perhaps, sample contamination occurred during the MISSE 4 flight which would cause a reduction in mass-loss-per-area-per-fluence between the pre- and post-flight exposures. However, the sample visually did not change as a result of the flight exposure and the data from Table I indicates that the backup sample which did not fly in LEO had a similar reduction in reaction rate. Since both the backup and flight sample showed the same reduction in reaction rate during the second ground-based facility exposure, it may be possible that a contaminant was deposited on the samples in the ground-based facility. There was no visual evidence of contamination, however, on the samples or witnesses. In fact, the flux (time rate of atomic oxygen arrival) derived from the change in mass of the Kapton H witnesses in the post-flight exposure for MISSE 2 was nearly identical to that for the post-flight exposure of MISSE 4 (5.2×10^{15} atoms/cm²·sec compared to 4.9×10^{15} atoms/cm²·sec with an error of 0.3×10^{15} atoms/cm²·sec). The exposure conditions did not vary from one exposure to the next, so a question remains as to what is the cause of the difference.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the sample holder that was used for the exposure was changed in the intervening years between the MISSE 2 post-flight exposure and the MISSE 4 post-flight exposure. There was some concern that the first holder used was causing some atomic oxygen exposure to the sample edges so the sample was recessed into the cover plate similar to that for the flight exposure to reduce edge effects. The amount of erosion that could take place from the edge of a double side coated Kapton H sample assuming that there is a defect free coating on both sides and the sample is sitting in the isotropic atomic oxygen plasma can be calculated using the following equation.

\[ \Delta M = \rho \cdot E \cdot F \cdot A \]  

Where:
- \( \Delta M \) change in mass (g)
- \( \rho \) density of Kapton H (1.42 g/cm²)
- \( E \) erosion yield of the polymer (from LEO data: 3×10^{-24} cm³/atom)
- \( F \) fluence of atomic oxygen during exposure (dose in atoms/cm²)
- \( A \) exposed edge area (cm²) (\( \pi \cdot 2.54 \text{ cm} \cdot 0.00254 \text{ cm} \))

Substituting values for the exposure fluence for each of the pre-flight isotropic plasma exposures for MISSE 2 and 4 and the post-flight isotropic plasma exposures for MISSE 2 flight and backup samples yields an average mass loss due to edge erosion of the samples of 19 ± 3 percent that of the total mass loss observed. This would predict that the mass loss per atom of atomic oxygen striking the surface should be approximately 7×10^{-26} g/atom. The MISSE 4 post-flight isotropic plasma exposure data, however, indicated an average erosion of 2.5×10^{-26} g/atom which is about a factor of 2.8 lower. The MISSE 4 post-flight isotropic plasma exposure samples were exposed in a sample holder that only allowed the front surface to be exposed to the atomic oxygen plasma. The other sample holder that was used for the remaining samples not only allowed front and edge exposure, but the sample was recessed into an aluminum holder which may have allowed scattering from the side walls to give some concentrated atomic oxygen attack at the edge of the sample. Therefore, the difference observed may be due to more concentrated edge attack produced by atomic oxygen scattering from the sample holder as shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6.—Drawing of how atomic oxygen could be focused to the edge of the sample to increase the rate of erosion at the unprotected edge.

If the erosion from the coated Kapton H front surface only is really $2.5 \times 10^{-26}$ g/atom, using the average mass loss data from the MISSE 2 isotropic plasma exposures and the pre-flight exposure from MISSE 4 the percent of erosion from the edge in the sample holder that allowed edge attack can be calculated. The loss from the edge of the sample was determined to be about 72 percent of the total erosion rather than the 19 percent that was calculated based on just the exposure area of the edge. It appears that the recessed nature of the holder allows greater opportunity for atomic oxygen to reach the surface by increasing the number of atoms per square centimeter that can come in contact with the edge compared to what the front surface sees which is directly exposed to the atomic oxygen plasma. There is also some preliminary evidence that oxidation of Kapton on metal substrates is higher under the same conditions than on insulating substrates in ground-based RF isotropic plasma systems (Ref. 10). This may account for the difference in slopes of the pre and post-flight isotropic plasma exposure data in Figure 5 and Table I. In order to correct the data from the sample holders with edge exposure, the amount of g/atom exposure that was calculated to be due to edge erosion was subtracted from the erosion data for the MISSE 2 and 4 pre-flight isotropic plasma exposures and for the MISSE 2 post-flight isotropic plasma exposure to obtain the results shown in Figure 7 and Table II. These results give much better pre- and post-flight exposure agreement. Because the MISSE 4 flight experiment was not long enough to measure a statistically significant mass change, the MISSE 2 flight data was used to compare the ground isotropic atomic oxygen plasma exposure data to the flight data results. The ratio of the g/atom removed in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma to that in LEO on ISS is 18±2. This means that for coated Kapton H, exposure in a ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma facility produces approximately 18 times more erosion than in LEO for the same effective fluence (where the effective fluence represents the amount of atomic oxygen exposure that produces the same erosion for unprotected Kapton as in LEO).

This correction factor can be used to aid in determining more accurately the durability of protected polymers like Kapton in LEO without overexposure. It is probable that this factor of 18±2 may be similarly high for other polymers but somewhat variable depending upon the chemistry of the protected polymer being considered. An example of where it has been used is to determine if the aluminized Kapton multilayer insulation blanket (MLI) on one of the equipment bays of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) would be intact for the fourth servicing mission. Although the atomic oxygen arrival is low at the altitude where HST orbits, the dose over an extended period of time can be significant enough to cause concern for erosion of surfaces on HST. Of prime concern for servicing mission four was that the Kapton MLI that was observed to be exposed to the environment on Servicing Mission 3A due to loss of the outer covering may have been degraded to the point that it would begin to come apart and pose a risk to the astronauts and the mission by producing free floating pieces of aluminum when the astronauts touched it. A section of the MLI from HST was exposed in the ground isotropic plasma and the damage to the MLI was monitored as a function of fluence until the MLI came apart to the touch due to erosion through the Kapton at the quilting lines in the MLI as shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 contains the progression photographs as a function of effective atomic oxygen fluence in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma.
Figure 7.—Mass loss per area as a function of atomic oxygen exposure dose for MISSE 2 and MISSE 4 samples exposed in ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen exposure system prior to and after flight. Isotropic plasma exposure data was corrected to take into account the mass loss from the unprotected edge with the first style of sample holder. Central slope region represents the loss during LEO exposure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MISSE 2 flight sample</th>
<th>MISSE 4 flight sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-flight isotropic plasma exposure</td>
<td>$1.16\times10^{-26} \pm 1\times10^{-26}$</td>
<td>$2.89\times10^{-26} \pm 1.33\times10^{-27}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight exposure</td>
<td>$1.67\times10^{-27} \pm 5.95\times10^{-29}$</td>
<td>$-1.18\times10^{-27} \pm 1.25\times10^{-27}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-flight isotropic plasma exposure</td>
<td>$5.14\times10^{-26} \pm 2.18\times10^{-26}$</td>
<td>$2.99\times10^{-26} \pm 2.61\times10^{-27}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.—Aluminized Kapton MLI from HST after exposure in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma to an effective atomic oxygen fluence of ~$5\times10^{20}$ atoms/cm² showing complete erosion of the Kapton at the quilting lines allowing the pieces to be electrostatically attracted to the Teflon tweezers.
Figure 9.—Showing progression of MLI erosion in the ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma; the solid vertical line is the goal atomic oxygen fluence for servicing mission 4 corrected using the correlation factor to represent the goal in the ground-based facility.

The goal line shown as the thick solid vertical line is the dose of atomic oxygen that HST would be exposed to between servicing mission 3A and servicing mission 4 (~1.3×10^{20} atoms/cm^{2}) corrected so that it more accurately reflects the time in space by dividing the actual fluence for HST by a factor of 18 (~7.2×10^{18} atoms/cm^{2}) As can be seen from the photographs, the MLI should still be intact at the time of the servicing mission. This ability to predict more accurately the durability of the MLI on the ground allowed the removal of a risky and expensive space walk from the servicing mission agenda to try to cover the bay containing the MLI. Not performing this task also frees time to perform other needed activities.

Conclusions

Flight experiments such as those flown on MISSE can provide valuable information to enable comparisons to be made between actual space and ground-based simulation environments. This is necessary because ground-based simulation environments are widely used for initial material qualification due to their quick turn-around and lower cost compared to exposure on a flight experiment. The design of the sample holder for the ground test is very important so that the wrong conclusions are not made from the test. The holder for a coated material especially must be designed to allow no line of sight of the atomic oxygen to the unprotected sample edge as the mass loss may be up to 72 percent more due to edge erosion than was expected. Edge loss corrected ground-based isotropic plasma erosion data compared to flight data from MISSE 2 and MISSE 4 gave an isotropic atomic oxygen plasma to LEO space erosion ratio of 18 ± 2. This means that the erosion in a ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma system is about 18 times more reactive for coated Kapton than in LEO. Knowing this allows more meaningful durability information to be obtained for protected Kapton using ground-based isotropic atomic oxygen plasma systems without overexposing the material by running the test to a full mission effective fluence based on an unprotected Kapton H witness sample.
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